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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY
OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN


No. 140 of 1991

						BETWEEN:

						ROGER MICHAEL BARRY ROONEY and ROBERT CHRISTOPHER BLAIR ROONEY trading as R & R ORCHARD

								Plaintiffs

						AND:

						STANLEY GORDON KENNON

								Defendant



CORAM:   KEARNEY J


	REASONS FOR JUDGMENT

	(Delivered 20 January 1995)


The application

By summons of 17 October 1994 and by oral application on 18 January 1995, the Plaintiffs applied for an order that:-

(1)	the earnings of the Defendant be attached to satisfy the judgment of 16 February 1994, the interest thereon and the costs (which have yet to be taxed or agreed); and

(2)	the warrant of seizure and sale (Document 70), and any order for the enforcement of the judgment to which the attachment of earnings order relates, be valid and enforceable at any time while the attachment of earnings order remains in force.

Order No. (2) is sought, in view of r.72.09.  I rule on these matters today.

A preliminary point

At the commencement of the hearing on 18 January, I adjourned the Defendant's summons of 20 December 1994 until 10.00 a.m. on 2 February 1995 before Gray J:  see generally, for the reasons for doing so, Livesley v The NSW Bar Association (1983) 151 CLR 288 at 293-295, Re JRL; Ex Parte CJL (1886) 66 ALR 239 at 246, Webb v The Queen (1994) 68 ALJR 582, Fitzgerald v Pattiselanno (unreported, Kearney J, 13 May 1994) in the light of transcript p33.

In that application the Defendant seeks the following relief:-

	"1.	That the Court grant a stay of execution of the judgment pronounced herein on 16 February 1994, pursuant to Order 66.16 [of the] Supreme Court Rules.

	2.	That the said stay of execution be maintained until the Court has considered both the Defendant's application for leave to appeal the said judgment out of time, and the Defendant's appeal against the said judgment."

I mention this in the context of noting that I accept the submission by Mr Parish of counsel for the Defendant that if the Court on 2 February grants the relief sought by the Defendant in the summons of 20 December 1994, it is clear that the relief sought by the Plaintiffs in the summons of 17 October 1994, if granted, would necessarily have to be set aside.  As the Plaintiffs have pressed their application, this could have consequences in costs.

The background to the application

For present purposes, it is sufficient to note that the Plaintiffs brought an action against the Defendant for rental and interest, and in the alternative, damages, arising out of a sub-lease agreement in which the Plaintiffs sub-leased "a Michigan loader with spares" to the Defendant.  The action was tried before Thomas J on 20-21 December 1993; judgment was delivered on 16 February 1994.

In the course of her Honour's judgment, the following observation was made (at p5):-

	"Credibility of the witnesses is an important issue in this claim and I have had the opportunity to hear the evidence of each of the witnesses and to observe the way they gave their evidence."
Thomas J found a Plaintiff, Mr Roger Rooney, to be a "credible and reliable witness".  In contrast, the Defendant was found "not" to be "a credible or reliable witness".  Consequently, Thomas J preferred the evidence of the Plaintiffs over the Defendant wherever their evidence conflicted in any way.

After reviewing that evidence and making certain findings of fact, Thomas J said (at p15):-

	"I am satisfied on the balance of probabilities that Mr Rooney is entitled to his claims for rental ... and to the amounts he has claimed and interest under the provisions of the sub-lease."

Thomas J ultimately ordered that judgment in the sum of $139,987.05 be entered in favour of the Plaintiff.  Subsequently on 3 May 1994, Thomas J ordered, inter alia, that the Defendant pay the Plaintiffs' costs of the proceeding "as agreed or taxed".

In an attempt to recover those moneys, on 17 October 1994 the Plaintiffs "took out simultaneous execution proceedings".  A Warrant of Seizure and Sale pursuant to O.69 issued together with an application for the attachment of earnings pursuant to O.72.

At present, I note, the Warrant has not been fully executed notwithstanding that "two front-end loaders and a forklift" have been attached.  I observe that on the limited evidence before me, for the purposes of this application, the Defendant does not appear to be the owner of these assets.

The application of 17 October 1994 came on for hearing before Martin CJ on 24 November 1994.  His Honour made the following orders:-

	"1.	The Plaintiff judgment creditor's application for an attachment of the earnings of the Defendant judgment debtor be adjourned to be heard on 8 December 1994 at 10:15 a.m.

	2.	The Defendant judgment debtor file and serve on the Plaintiff judgment creditors' solicitors a duly completed and signed Form 72C prior to 8 December 1994.

	3.	In default, the Defendant judgment debtor appears before the Court at 10:00 a.m. on 8 December 1994 for oral examination pursuant to Order 72.04(1)(a)."

Pursuant to R72.02(4) the requisite Form 72C notice was served on the Defendant within the specified time period:  see Affidavit of Service of Pamela Ann Soligo of 9 November 1994 (Document 72).

The application finally came on before me on 4 January 1995.  The Defendant, not having complied with Order 2 above, was for the purposes of Order 3 "in default".  Consequently, Ms McLaren of counsel for the Plaintiffs applied to examine the Defendant orally.  I granted the application, and the Defendant was examined.
On the completion of the examination, Ms McLaren applied to adjourn the further hearing of the summons in order that the transcript could be available before submissions were made, based on the financial information elicited.  I granted the application, and adjourned the hearing until 10:00 a.m. on 18 January 1995.

On 18 January 1995 when the proceeding resumed Ms McLaren sought leave to further orally examine the Defendant.  I granted leave, and the Defendant was further questioned.

The plaintiff's submissions

Ms McLaren of counsel for the Plaintiffs informed me that the present allowable interest rate was 9.67% p.a.; and that, consequently, as at 18 January 1995, the interest on the principal sum of $139,987.05 amounted to $11,311.73.

Ms McLaren, in essence, submitted that on the basis of Order 72, in particular Rules 72.03 and 72.05(1) and (5), and the evidence adduced from the Defendant, the Defendant had a total income of $4,100 per annum available, which could be attached. It was submitted that bearing in mind the definitions of the "Normal Deduction Rate" and the "Protected Earnings Rate" (see R72.05(1)), the protected earnings rate may be specified at a rate that is less than 80% of the net earnings of the judgment debtor (see R75.05(5)).
To establish that $4,100 is available, Ms McLaren submitted that the Defendant, who is employed as a business manager with S.G. Kennon & Co Pty Ltd, earns a total income of $5,000 per annum (transcript p64).

Insofar as his expenditure is concerned, it was submitted as follows:  "according to the judgment debtor's evidence he gets a house free, he gets water rates paid for him by the company, and all other rates including electricity rates and petrol for the car is paid by the company.  ... The car he uses is actually owned by the company.  ... The telephone bill is also paid for by the company.  ... [He also receives] benefits from [the] pension scheme.  ... He has specifically told this Court that ... his clothing and shoe expenses [is] about $500 per year ... [and] entertainment [is] about $300 to $400 per annum."

On that basis, it was argued that his total expenditure per annum was $900 (see transcript pp51 and 64).

Insofar as the rate of payment was concerned, it was submitted that this Court should order that the Defendant's rate of payment should be set at a monthly rate to provide greater flexibility for both parties (transcript p71).

It was further submitted that this Court should make an appropriate order pursuant to R72.09 to ensure that the "simultaneous execution proceedings" taken out by the Plaintiffs on 17 October 1994 (see p 4) are valid and able to be enforced at the same time (transcript pp52 and 73).

The defendant's submissions

Mr Parish of counsel for the Defendant initially conceded that the evidence supported the Plaintiffs' contention that $4,100 per annum was available to be attached (see transcript p65).

However, Mr Parish submitted that the rate of payment should not be set at a monthly rate for various reasons set out at pp65-66 of the transcript.

In the alternative, Mr Parish argued that I should refuse the Plaintiffs' application to attach the Defendant's earnings until the summons of 20 December 1994 was finally determined (see pp2-3).

In support, Mr Parish argued that I should keep 2 matters in mind, in this case, in exercising the discretion pursuant to O72:-

(1)	If the relief sought by the Plaintiffs were granted, it would in effect force the Defendant to "seek an old age pension" which he at present does not receive by choice.  In essence, it was submitted that the cost/benefit equation to the ordinary taxpayer was a relevant matter to be considered by this Court in exercising its discretion.  In this case that equation would support a refusal to exercise its discretion in the Plaintiff's favour; the costs to the public would be considerable and the benefit to the Plaintiffs would be a "mere drop in the ocean".

(2)	Mr Parish "foreshadowed certain possibilities" during the course of the proceedings (see transcript pp 67-70 and 74).  On this basis, it was submitted that this Court should decline to exercise its discretion, albeit for a short period (until 2 February 1995), to enable those possibilities to be explored; this could eventuate in a more suitable resolution being arrived at in due course.

In reply

Ms McLaren submitted that the foreshadowed possibilities were of no utility at this stage.  In essence, they were "mere speculation".  She submitted:-

	"[The Defendant] is promising the moon, your Honour, but [the Plaintiffs] do not want the moon.  [They] just want money ... It doesn't matter how small the amount is, at least it will show some bone fides ... on the side of the judgment debtor to try and satisfy the judgment debt."

Ms McLaren further submitted that it is irrelevant that the sum available to be attached is meagre.  The sum is still available to be attached notwithstanding that it is a "drop in the ocean" (transcript p72).

Conclusion

It is clear, I think on the facts I have outlined, that the Plaintiffs should be granted the relief they seek.  The earnings of the judgment debtor as business manager of S.G. Kennon & Co Pty Ltd are attached at a rate of $341 per month. That sum is specified, generally, as the normal deduction rate, for the purposes of r.72.05(2) and r.72.07(1).  In the light of the evidence (see p7) as to the benefits the judgment debtor receives from his employer, and of r.72.05(5)(b), the protected earnings rate for the purposes of r.72.05(4) is zero.  Payments are to be made to the judgment creditors' solicitors, Messrs Mildrens, of Plaza Building, The Mall, Darwin.  The order (2) sought at pp1-2 in relation to r.72.09 is also made.  The parties are at liberty to apply.

Orders accordingly.

